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Abstract

Based on a rigorous analysis of existing workflow management systems and workflow languages, a new workflow

language is proposed: yet another workflow language (YAWL). To identify the differences between the various

languages, we have collected a fairly complete set of workflow patterns. Based on these patterns we have evaluated

several workflow products and detected considerable differences in their ability to capture control flows for non-trivial

workflow processes. Languages based on Petri nets perform better when it comes to state-based workflow patterns.

However, some patterns (e.g. involving multiple instances, complex synchronisations or non-local withdrawals) are not

easy to map onto (high-level) Petri nets. This inspired us to develop a new language by taking Petri nets as a starting

point and adding mechanisms to allow for a more direct and intuitive support of the workflow patterns identified. This

paper motivates the need for such a language, specifies the semantics of the language, and shows that soundness can be

verified in a compositional way. Although YAWL is intended as a complete workflow language, the focus of this paper

is limited to the control-flow perspective.
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1. Introduction

Despite the efforts of the workflow management
coalition (WfMC [1,2]), workflow management
systems use a large variety of languages and
concepts based on different paradigms. Most of
the products available use a proprietary language

rather than a tool-independent language. Some
workflow management systems are based on Petri
nets but typically add both product specific
extensions and restrictions [3–5]. Other systems
use a completely different mechanism. For exam-
ple, IBM’s MQSeries Workflow uses both active
and passive threads rather than token passing [6].
The differences between the various tools are
striking. One of the reasons attributed to the lack
of consensus of what constitutes a workflow
specification is the variety of ways in which
business processes are otherwise described. The
absence of a universal organisational ‘‘theory’’,
and standard business process modelling concepts,
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it is contended, explains and ultimately justifies the
major differences in workflow languages—foster-
ing up a ‘‘horses for courses’’ diversity in workflow
languages. What is more, the comparison of
different workflow products winds up being more
of a dissemination of products and less of a
critique of workflow language capabilities [7].

Workflow specifications can be understood, in a
broad sense, from a number of different perspec-
tives (see [4,8]). The control-flow perspective (or
process) perspective describes tasks and their
execution ordering through different constructors,
which permit flow of execution control, e.g.,
sequence, choice, parallelism and join synchroni-
sation. Tasks in elementary form are atomic units
of work, and in compound form modularise an
execution order of a set of tasks. The data

perspective deals with business and processing
data. This perspective is layered on top of the
control perspective. Business documents and other
objects which flow between activities, and local
variables of the workflow, qualify in effect pre-
and post-conditions of task execution. The re-

source perspective provides an organisational
structure anchor to the workflow in the form of
human and device roles responsible for executing
tasks. The operational perspective describes the
elementary actions executed by tasks, where the
actions map into underlying applications. Typi-
cally, (references to) business and workflow data
are passed into and out of applications through
activity-to-application interfaces, allowing manip-
ulation of the data within applications.

The focus of this paper is on the control-flow
perspective. Clearly, this provides an essential
insight into a workflow specification’s effective-
ness. The data flow perspective rests on it, while
the organisational and operational perspectives
are ancillary. If workflow specifications are to be
extended to meet newer processing requirements,
control flow constructors require a fundamental
insight and analysis. Currently, most workflow
languages support the basic constructs of se-
quence, iteration, splits (AND and XOR) and
joins (AND and XOR)—see [1,4]. However, the
interpretation of even these basic constructs is not
uniform and it is often unclear how more complex
requirements could be supported. Indeed, vendors

afford the opportunity to recommend implemen-
tation level ‘‘hacks’’. The result is that neither the
current capabilities of workflow languages nor
insight into more complex requirements of busi-
ness processes is advanced [7].

We indicate requirements for workflow lan-
guages through workflow patterns [7,9]. As de-
scribed in [10], a ‘‘pattern is the abstraction from a
concrete form which keeps recurring in specific
non-arbitrary contexts’’. Gamma et al. [11] first
catalogued systematically some 23 design patterns
which describe the smallest recurring interactions
in object-oriented systems. The design patterns, as
such, provided independence from the implemen-
tation technology and at the same time indepen-
dence from the essential requirements of the
domain that they were attempting to address (see
also e.g. [12]).

We have collected a comprehensive set of
workflow patterns to compare the functionality
of 15 workflow management systems (COSA,
Visual Workflow, Fort!e Conductor, Lotus Dom-
ino Workflow, Meteor, Mobile, MQSeries/Work-
flow, Staffware, Verve Workflow, I-Flow, InCon-
cert, Changengine, SAP R/3 Workflow, Eastman,
and FLOWer). The result of this evaluation
reveals that (1) the expressive power of contem-
porary systems leaves much to be desired and (2)
the systems support different patterns. Note that
we do not use the term ‘‘expressiveness’’ in the
traditional or formal sense. If one abstracts from
capacity constraints, any workflow language is
Turing complete. Therefore, it makes no sense to
compare these languages using formal notions of
expressiveness. Instead we use a more intuitive
notion of expressiveness which takes the modelling
effort into account. This more intuitive notion is
often referred to as suitability. See [13] for a
discussion on the distinction between formal
expressiveness and suitability. In the remainder,
we will use the term suitability.

In this paper, we cannot repeat the detailed
arguments given in [7]. Some readers may argue
that the patterns are selected subjectively. We
partly agree. Since we are not aiming at formal
expressiveness but at suitability, we cannot for-
mally prove the need for each of the patterns.
However, in [7] the patterns are motivated in
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